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on the hydrodynamic interference of high speed trimaran (HST). The slender body method
(SBM) embedded in the Hullspeedª [1] module of the Maxsurfª [2] package is used for calculating
the resistance of three symmetric trimaran series moving in a calm free surface of deep water. Each
individual trimaran series comprises of 4681 conﬁgurations generated by considering 151 staggers
covering the interval (50% 6 a 6+100%), and 31 separations covering the interval
(100% 6 b 6 400%) for 81 Froude numbers covering the interval (0.20 6 Fn 6 1.0). In developing
the three trimaran series, Wigleyª-st [3], AMECRCª-09 [4,5], and NPLª-4a [6,7] models are used
separately for both the main and side hulls of each individual series models. Seeking automation, a
computer macro-named Tri-PLª is developed from scratch based on the Visual Basic for Applica-
tionsª [8] programming language. To generate each model of the individual series together with its
detailed hydrostatic particulars, Tri-PLª automatically interferes the Maxsurfª [2] module. To cal-
culate the resistance components together with the associating wave pattern for each model of the
individual series, Tri-PLª automatically interferes the Hullspeedª [1] module. To benchmark Tri-
PLª macro-together with the mathematical procedures embedded therein, and to rely on the anal-
ysis outcomes, the numerical results of both Wigleyª-st [3] and AMECRCª-09 [4,5] models are val-
idated. To visualize the signiﬁcant data of the analysis properly, a graph template of the SigmaPlotª7 119 0633; fax: +20 3 592
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154 K.A. Hafez, A.A. El-Kot[9] is created to read the numerical results of the Tri-PLª, and then automatically prepares all the
necessary analysis graphs.
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The rapid transit for maritime transportation vehicles satisfy-
ing the paradox of high cruising speed at low resistance for
use in the military, commercial, and recreational purposes,
enthusiasm many researchers to realize more practical solu-
tions of such paradox. Practically, particular difﬁculties arise
in the design of high speed maritime vehicles; in which a rela-
tively large increase in their resistance naturally associates any
speed increment. Such resistance increment, therefore, requires
an increase in the vehicles propelling power, and consequently,
the weight and size of the propulsion engine. As an unconven-
tional solution of such difﬁculties, few researchers devoted
their efforts to investigate the hydrodynamic performance of
the newly developed maritime vehicles, e.g., trimaran.
A trimaran is a multi-slender-hulled vehicle, consisting of
one long main central hull and two shorter symmetric or asym-
metric wing hulls (outriggers) located on both sides of the main
hull. Therefore, the outriggers work as fenders; decreasing the
main hull transverse bulkheads, size and number of its decks,
and provide the trimaran with excellent static and dynamic sta-
bilities as well as amazing seakeeping characteristics [10]. The
aforementioned conﬁguration of the trimaran provides high
length-to-breadth LW/BW ratio which decreases its wave mak-
ing resistance. Also, the low length-to-draft LW/dm ratio of the
trimaran allows it to access areas inaccessible to comparable
mono-hulls of similar sizes. The previously conducted numer-
ical and experimental researches proved that the trimaran con-
ﬁguration reduced the overall drag of the vehicle by up to 20%
of the comparable mono-hull [11]. The main hull and outrig-
gers may be arranged so that the vehicle generated waves
destructively interfere, producing smaller waves and thereby
reducing the energy dissipated in overcoming the wave-making
resistance [12].
Efforts to numerically compute water resistance date back
more than a decade ago; when the Australian mathematician
[13] proposed an integral expression for its computation.
Unequivocally, due to its rigorous mathematical manipulation
and the associated ambiguous physical interpretation, the
problem still not completely solved satisfactorily. The numer-
ical prediction of water resistance approached meaningful re-
sults by the end of the 1990s, when the boundary element
method (BEM) has become a standard tool in manipulating
the water resistance [14–19]. Even then, problems remained
with water viscosity, breaking waves and the fundamental real-
istic dilemma of an integrated water resistance or at least the
hypothetical approach of mutually interfered and bonded
resistance components, which separately necessitates a com-
prehensive approach for a completely satisfactory treatment.
Although, the overall resistance components against which
the trimaran may be designed to withstand is as shown in
Fig. 1, this research focuses only on the numerical investiga-
tion of the inﬂuence of stagger variation of the outriggers on
the prediction of the trimaran calm water resistance (blocksof white backgrounds) using SBM. The later method calculates
the resistance of a maritime vehicle based on the far-ﬁeld wave
system and is thus not so susceptible to the problems associat-
ing the near-ﬁeld approximations. An important part of wave
resistance is associated with the energy in the far-ﬁeld waves
caused by the vehicle. The wave elevation can be measured
along longitudinal cuts parallel to the ship’s track, and the
associated wave resistance can be calculated by assuming small
wave slopes. This is called wave pattern resistance, but it does
not account for the fact that the wave slopes can be large or
that the waves break near the ship. Also, the trimaran resis-
tance is evaluated without the presence of the propulsion unit;
i.e., it is deﬁned as the force necessary to tow the trimaran in
calm water with a constant velocity on a straight track.
Many of the today’s high-speed vessels; whether under con-
struction or in service have transom sterns of different conﬁg-
urations and extents. In fact, transom sterns violate simple
hydrodynamic analysis because of the vague extent and shape
of the free surface vertices created behind the vehicle. In prin-
ciple, the pressure acting on the surface of the vertices is atmo-
spheric, and that the ﬂow separates from the transom
tangentially. Proper analysis of the hydrodynamic problems
associating transom sterns would require a full 3D treatment
in which it would be necessary to iterate the geometric shape
of this stern hollow, until the relevant kinematic and dynamic
conditions are satisﬁed. This is not an easy task and very time
consuming issue, given that some aspects of such geometry are
highly nonlinear, and perhaps even intractable within the
framework of the potential-ﬂow theory. In particular, the clo-
sure of the stern hollow associated with a non-negligible spray
and ﬂow unsteadiness, appears to be a dramatic ﬂuid problem.
Such vague ﬂow region referred to as a rooster tail because of
the resultant spray pattern thrown into air. Few researchers
have addressed this issue, attempting to throw light upon the
ﬂow separation problem associating the stern hollow, among
those are [20–29].
2. Generated model series
The ﬁrst critical step in this research is to select an appropriate
hull forms upon which a realistic trimaran model may be con-
ﬁgured. In this regard, three well known slender models
namely Wigleyª-st [3], AMECRCª-09 [4,5], and NPLª-4a
[6,7] are used separately in developing both the main and side
hulls of three symmetric trimaran series. Each series comprises
of 4681 conﬁgurations generated by considering 151 staggers
covering the interval 50% 6 a 6+100%, and 31 separations
covering the interval 100% 6 b 6 400% for 81 Froude num-
bers covering the interval 0.20 6 Fn 6 1.0. Figs. 2–4 show the
geometric conﬁgurations of the aforementioned parent models
respectively. The name of each parent model is used for refer-
encing the trimaran that is build-upon.
The principal particulars of the main and side hulls of each
trimaran are tabulated in Table 1, in which the following
Figure 1 Components of calm water resistance.
Figure 2 Wigleyª-st parent model conﬁguration.
Figure 3 AMECRCª-09 parent model conﬁguration.
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parent model, BW is the maximum waterplane breadth of the
parent model, DM is the maximum depth of the parent model,dM is the maximum draft of the parent model, CB is the block
coefﬁcient of the parent model, CP is the prismatic coefﬁcient
of the parent model, CM is the maximum section area coefﬁ-
Figure 4 NPLª-4a parent model conﬁguration.
Table 1 Principal particulars of Wigleyª-st, AMECRCª-09 and NPLª-4a parent models.
Design parameter Wigleyª-st AMECRCª-09 NPLª-4a
Main hull Side hull Main hull Side hull Main hull Side hull
LW (m) 50.0000 25.0000 50.0000 25.0000 50.0000 25.0000
BW (m) 5.0000 2.5000 6.2530 3.1265 5.5730 2.7865
DM (m) 6.2500 3.1250 7.4000 3.7000 6.2610 3.1305
dM (m) 3.1250 1.5625 2.5000 1.2500 2.7850 1.3925
CB 0.4440 0.4990 0.3940
CP 0.6670 0.6210 0.6840
CM 0.6670 0.8110 0.6550
CW 0.6670 0.7930 0.7600
D (tonnes) 355.9000 44.4876 400.2000 50.0248 313.6000 39.2000
AS (m
2) 371.9660 92.9915 365.8430 91.4608 330.3620 82.5905
AM (m
2) 10.4160 2.6040 12.5650 3.1413 8.9400 2.2350
AW (m
2) 166.6620 41.6655 248.0010 62.0002 211.8380 52.9595
LCB (%LW) 50.0000 (ford Aft Perp.) 44.5620 (ford Aft Perp.) 43.6840 (ford Aft Perp.)
LCF (%LW) 50.0000 (ford Aft Perp.) 41.1550 (ford Aft Perp.) 41.7320 (ford Aft Perp.)
KB (m) 1.9530 0.9765 1.5730 0.7865 1.9250 0.9625
BMT (m) 0.6860 0.3430 1.7380 0.8690 1.3890 0.6945
BML (m) 60.0030 30.0015 97.2330 48.6165 103.5550 51.7775
TPC (tonnes/cm) 1.7080 0.4270 2.5420 0.6355 2.1710 0.54275
MCT1.0 cm (tonnes m) 4.4100 0.5513 7.9080 0.9885 6.6150 0.8269
LW/V
1/3 7.1138 6.8410 7.4203
LW/BW 10.0000 7.9962 8.9718
BW/dM 1.6000 2.5012 2.0011
k 1.0000 0.5000 1.0000 0.5000 1.0000 0.5000
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of the parent model, D is the displacement of the parent model,
As is the witted surface area of the parent model, AM is the
maximum transverse section area of the parent model, AW is
the waterplane area of the parent model, LCB is the longitudi-
nal center of buoyancy of the parent model expressed as per-
centage of its waterplane length, LCF is the longitudinal
center of ﬂoatation of the parent model expressed as percent-
age of its waterplane length, KB is the vertical center of buoy-
ancy of the parent model, BMT is the transverse metacentric
radius of the parent model, BML is the longitudinal metacen-
tric radius of the parent model, TPC is the tonne per centime-
ter immersion of the parent model,MCT1.0 cm is the momentcausing trim 1.0 cm of the parent model, LW/V
1/3 is the slen-
derness ratio of the parent model, LW/BW is the waterplane
length-to-maximum breadth ratio of the parent model, BW/
dM is the waterplane maximum breadth-to-draft ratio of the
parent model, k is the trimaran main-to-side hulls scale factor.
The idea behind which Wigleyª-st, AMECRCª-09, and
NPLª-4a models are used in the present research is not only
due to the availability of the numerical and experimental data
describing the ﬂow around them, but also due to few impor-
tant hydrodynamic reasons.
Concerning Wigleyª-st model, as it has a parabolic form
(hE = 10.5), it may be modeled exactly in Maxsurfª, and
therefore any deviation in its geometrical conﬁguration, or in
Comparative investigation of the stagger variation inﬂuence on the hydrodynamic interference of high speed trimaran 157its numerical results may be well recognized and interpreted.
hE is the half angle of entrance of the parent model. Also, Wig-
leyª-st model has a thin and sharp bottom (hD = 38.5), bow,
and stern with the result of its insensitivity to the pressure
ﬁelds at such regions. hD is the dead-rise angle at 50% LW of
the parent model. In addition, Wigleyª-st is a non-transom
model, and therefore the hydrodynamic problems associating
the transom-stern; i.e., the vague vertices formation at higher
Fn, the ﬂow unsteadiness, and the apparent spray pattern
(rooster tail) on the free surface behind the model do not exist.
Concerning AMECRCª-09 model, it is designed for opera-
tion at 0.10 6 Fn 6 1.0, and LCB positioned in the aft body.
The hull form is characterized by fairly rounded entrance
waterline (hE= 13), almost V-type bow sections except a
shallow ﬂare at the far ford section, rounded aft body sections,
straight buttock lines terminating smoothly at the transom,
and shallower dead-rise (hD = 13).
Concerning NPLª-4a model, it is designed for operation at
0.30 6 Fn 6 1.20, and LCB positioned in the aft body. The hull
form is characterized by straight entrance waterlines
(hE = 11), apparent ﬂared bow sections near the design
waterline, rounded aft body sections, straight buttock lines ter-
minating sharply at the transom, and signiﬁcant bottom dead-
rise(hD = 32.5).
3. Coordinate system and notations
In Maxsurfª [2] package and its downstream analysis modules,
a right-handed trimaran-ﬁxed coordinate system is used. The
positive directions of such coordinate system are arbitrarily se-
lected to be forward for the longitudinal axis x, starboard side
for the transverse axis y, and up for the vertical axis z, with
their origin arbitrarily positioned at the intersection of the
aft perpendicular with the central longitudinal plane of the
main hull. Fig. 5 shows the schematic view of the coordinate
system and dimensional notation of the analysis trimaran.
The percentages of stagger a and separation b with respect
to LW and BW respectively are given in Eqs. (1) and (2).
a ¼ x=LW  100 ð1Þ
b ¼ y=BW  100 ð2ÞFigure 5 Schematic view of the coordinate system a4. Resistance calculations
Hullspeedª [1] as a module of Maxsurfª [2] package is essen-
tially a resistance calculation program, which uses SBM in
addition to a number of regression-based methods. SBM
embedded in Hullspeedª [1] is based on the work of Tuck
et al. [30] and Couser et al. [31]. Basically, it calculates the ship
energy dissipated in generating the free surface wave pattern,
and hence the ship’s wave-making resistance. SBM may be ap-
plied to many different hull form conﬁgurations including mul-
tihulls, but the individual hulls should be slender and
symmetric about their central planes. In applying SBM, hulls
with transom sterns are dealt with by automatically adding a
virtual appendage, which is not the case with the non-transom
stern hulls. Figs. 6–8 show the slender body mesh for Wigleyª-
st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-4a symmetric trimarans at
a=+5% and b=+200%. The inﬂuence of both parallel
sinkage and trim of the trimaran models, as well as the plan-
ning forces which limit the speed range applicability of SBM
are not considered in this investigation.
Hullspeedª [1] breaks down the calm water total resistance
of a trimaran Rttri into the two conventional components which
scale according to different resistance laws; Froude number
dependent component, i.e. wave resistance Rwtri or residuary
resistance Rttri and a Reynolds number dependent component,
i.e. viscous resistance Rvtri or friction resistance Rftri .
In terms of coefﬁcients, and neglecting the wave-breaking,
eddy and appendage resistances, the calm water total resis-
tance of a trimaran may be expressed as given in Eqs. (3) or (4)
Cttri ¼ Cwtri þ Cvtri þ Catri ð3Þ
Cttri ¼ Crtri þ Cftri þ Catri ð4Þ
where Cttri ;Cwcnt ;Cvtri ;Crtri , and Cftri are the total, wave-making,
viscous, residuary, and frictional resistance coefﬁcients of the
trimaran respectively. Catri is a correlation allowance of the tri-
maran, encompassing roughness allowance, particularities of
the measuring device of the model basin, errors in the mod-
el-ship correlation line and the method. Cttri ¼ 0:0004 is
adopted throughout the present numerical calculations [32].nd dimensional notation of the analysis trimaran.
Figure 6 Slender body mesh of Wigleyª-st symmetric trimaran at a=+5% and b= 200%.
Figure 7 Slender body mesh of AMECRCª-09 symmetric trimaran at a=+5% and b= 200%.
Figure 8 Slender body mesh of NPLª-4a symmetric trimaran at a=+5% and b= 200%.
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nents of the trimaran calm water resistance coefﬁcients may
be represented as given in Eqs. (5)–(8) respectively.
Cwtri ¼ Rwtri=0:5qAStriU2 ð5Þ
Cvtri ¼ Rvtri=0:5qAStriU2 ð6Þ
Crtri ¼ Rrtri=0:5qAStriU2 ð7Þ
Cftri ¼ Rftri=0:5qAStriU2 ð8Þ
The calm water friction resistance coefﬁcient of the non-
interfered trimaran hulls CftriNI may be calculated as given in
Eq. (9).
CftriNI ¼ ð1=AStriÞ  ½AScntCfcnt þ 2ASoutCfout  ð9Þwhere Cfcnt and Cfout are the calm water friction resistance coef-
ﬁcients of the main hull and one outrigger respectively,
AStri ;ASout and AStri are the wetted surface areas of the main
hull, one outrigger and trimaran respectively and may be ex-
pressed as given in Eq. (10).
AStri ¼ AScnt þ 2ASout ð10Þ
The calm water frictional resistance coefﬁcient of the main
hull Cfcnt and of one outrigger Cfout may be calculated approx-
imately using the ITTC’57 [32] turbulent correlation line as gi-
ven in Eqs. (11) and (12) respectively.
Cfcnt ¼ 0:075=ðlog10Recnt  2Þ2 ð11Þ
Cfout ¼ 0:075=ðlog10Reout  2Þ2 ð12Þ
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perature t= 15 C, density q= 1025.90 kg/m3, and kinematic
viscosity m= 1.18831 · 106 m2/s.
The Reynolds numbers of the main hull Recnt and of one
outrigger Reout may be calculated as given in Eqs. (13) and
(14) respectively.
Recnt ¼ ULWcnt=m ð13Þ
Reout ¼ ULWout=m ð14Þ
where U is the trimaran velocity, and LWcnt and LWout are the
waterplane length of the main hull and one outrigger
respectively.
The calm water viscous resistance of the non-interfered tri-
maran hulls CvtriNI includes a form effect applied to the calm
water friction resistance of the individual hulls, and may be
calculated as given in Eqs. (15) and (16).
CvtriNI ¼ ð1=AStriÞ  ½AScntCvcnt þ 2ASoutCvout  ð15Þ
CvtriNI ¼ ð1=AStriÞ  ½AScntð1þ kÞcntCfcnt þ 2ASoutð1þ kÞoutCfout 
ð16Þ
where (1 + k)cnt and (1 + k)out are the form factors of the
main hull and one outrigger respectively, reﬂecting the 3D
form effect of the main hull and one outrigger as well as the
viscous interaction effects between the triple hulls constituting
the trimaran. The form factors of the main hull and outrigger
may be estimated using an empirical formula.
The calm water wave-making resistance coefﬁcient of the
non-interfered trimaran hulls CwtriNI may be calculated as gi-
ven in the following equation:
CwtriNI ¼ ð1=AStriÞ  ½AScntCwcnt þ 2ASoutCwout  ð17Þ
where Cwcnt and Cwout are the calm water wave-making resis-
tance coefﬁcients of the main hull and one outrigger
respectively.
The calm water residuary resistance coefﬁcient of the non-
interfered trimaran hulls CrtriNI may be calculated as given in
Eq. (18).
CrtriNI ¼ CwtriNI þ ð1=AStriÞ  ½AScntkcntCfcnt
þ 2ASoutkoutCfout  ð18Þ
Combining Eqs. (9) and (17), then the sum of the calm water
total resistance coefﬁcients of the non-interfered trimaran hulls
CrtriNI may be calculated as given in Eq. (19).
CttriNI ¼ ð1=AStriÞ  ½AScntCtcnt þ 2ASoutCtout  ð19Þ
where Ctcnt and Ctout are the calm water total resistance coefﬁ-
cients of the main hull and one outrigger respectively.
5. Interference factor g
The calm water resistance of the trimaran bonded-hulls drasti-
cally varies from that of the non-bonded hulls. To evaluate the
hydrodynamic interference effects of each individual design
conﬁgurations, the interference factor g may be calculated as
the difference in total resistance captured when moving from
separate triple hulls into one bonded trimaran. It is convenient
to express such difference as a ratio of the non-interfered total
resistance as given in Eq. (20).g ¼ Cttri=CttriNI  1:0 ð20Þ
A negative interference factor indicates a beneﬁcial interfer-
ence; i.e., the resistance of the trimaran conﬁguration is less
than the aggregate resistances of the individual hulls; whereas
a positive interference factor implies an existence of a detri-
mental interference.
6. Automation and programming implementation
Maxsurfª [2] CAD package and its downstream analysis mod-
ules provide direct automation support that allows the inter-
ested user to create, modify and analyze many design models
over a minimum time span. None of the Maxsurfª [2] modules
include an embedded environment to write or record macros,
but they accept their interface via the conventional program-
ming languages, e.g., Visual C++ª, Visual Basicª, Visual
FORTRANª, Javaª, or Microsoftª Windowsª Scripting
Hostª, etc. Also, all Maxsurfª [2] modules have the ability
to interface spreadsheet applications like Microsoftª Ofﬁceª,
other CAD systems like Autodeskª AutoCADª, and other
graphing systems like SigmaPlotª, to either get more design
details or to get more visualization quality.
Seeking automation of the rigorous resistance calculation
procedures of the three trimaran series, a sophisticated com-
puter macro-named Tri-PLª is developed from scratch based
on the Visual Basic for Applicationsª [8]. To generate each
model of the three individual trimaran series together with
its detailed hydrostatic particulars, Tri-PLª automatically
interferes Maxsurfª [2] module. To calculate the calm water
resistance components for each model of the three individual
trimaran series, Tri-PLª automatically interferes Hullspeedª
[1] module. To visualize the signiﬁcant analysis data of
Tri-PLª properly, a graph template of SigmaPlotª [9] is cre-
ated. Fig. 9 depicts the scheme of the resistance calculation
procedures of Wigleyª-st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-4a
trimaran series.
The time necessary for generating each of the three individ-
ual trimaran series of Wigleyª-st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-
4a together with the detailed calculation of the hydrostatic par-
ticulars, resistance and data visualization is almost about
21000CPU seconds on an Intelª i5 2.40 GHz, 3MB cash,
and 4 GB DDR3 Dellª Inspiron-1545 Labtop.
7. Validation and benchmarking
Both Wigleyª-st and AMECRCª-09 models are selected to
validate the accuracy and homogeneity of SBM numerical re-
sults, as well as benchmarking the newly developed computer
macro-Tri-PLª. For the validation purposes only, the scale ra-
tio of the side-to-main hulls of Wigleyª-st and AMECRCª-09
models k= 0.500 and k= 0.459 respectively.
Fig. 10 shows the variation of Cwtri versus Fn for one Wig-
leyª-st symmetric trimaran model corresponding to a= 0%
and b= 131.24%, calculated by both Michletª [33] computer
program and Hullspeedª [1] via Tri-PLª macro. In such vali-
dation, the numerical results of Hullspeedª [1] via Tri-PLª
macro-seem to agree very well with those of Michletª [33],
and both conﬁrm the validation of Hullspeedª [1].
Fig. 11 shows the variation of Cwtri versus Fn for three
AMECRCª-09 symmetric trimaran models corresponding to
Figure 9 Scheme of the resistance calculation procedures of the analysis trimaran.
160 K.A. Hafez, A.A. El-Kota= 20%, 30% and 40% all at b= 160%, predicted by
four methods. The latter methods include 2D SBM, experi-
ments, and 3D potential ﬂow panel method of ShipFlowª,already published by Mynard et.al. [34] as well as the numeri-
cal results of the Hullspeedª [1] via Tri-PLª macro. In such
validation, the numerical results of Hullspeedª [1] via
Figure 10 Validation of Cwtri versus Fn for the Wigleyª-st
symmetric trimaran at a= 0.0% and b= 131.60%.
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sults of [34] along the considered Fn interval 0.20 6 Fn 6 1.0.
The results highlight a substantial increase in Cwtri toward
decreasing a for the same b, showing the inﬂuence of the
hydrodynamic interference beneath the triple hulls. The situa-
tion is different with the ShipFlowª; where the trend of its re-
sults seem to agree with that of the Hullspeedª [1] via Tri-PLª
macro-over the interval 0.45 6 Fn 6 1.0, but over-predicting
Cwtri along the interval 0.30 6 Fn 6 0.45. The numerical results
of Hullspeedª [1] via Tri-PLª macro-records a seemingly mis-
matched Cwtri results in the different Fn zones with the experi-
mental results of [34]; matching the other two numerical results
in recording a clear under-prediction of Cwtri .
Palpably, the aforementioned numerical results differ from
each other and from the experimental one due to the ways con-
sidered therein in manipulating the transom stern, the bow
wave-breaking resistance, the viscous drag, the eddy forma-
tion, the forward thrust of the viscous pressure ﬁelds, the ﬂow
separation around the hull, the mutual interaction beneath the
resistance components, and the rooster tail behind the model.
Also, the reliability of the experimental results is principally
based on the ship-model scaling, accuracy of the recording
gauges, and the technicians’ capabilities.
8. Analysis of the numerical results
Figs. 12a–12d shows the 3D envelop variation of g versus Fn
and b for Wigleyª-st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-4a symmet-
ric trimaran series respectively at twelve arbitrarily selected
staggers, a= 50%, 35%, 20%, 05%, 0%, +10%,
+25%, +25%, +40%, +55%, +70%, +85%, and
+100%. For comparative depiction of the three developed tri-
maran series, each row represents the envelop of g for Wig-
leyª-st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-4a trimarans at the
speciﬁed a. For convenient interpretation of the graphs, the
appropriate trimaran conﬁguration at the arbitrarily selected
a and b= 150% appears on the relevant envelope.
A hollow represents a negative interference which is beneﬁ-
cial; i.e., the resistance of the corresponding trimaran conﬁgu-
ration is less than the non-interfered resistances; whereas a
hump signiﬁes a positive interference which is detrimental. A
ﬂat envelop indicates a zero interference which is idle (non-beneﬁcial); i.e., the resistance of the corresponding trimaran
conﬁguration equals the non-interfered resistances. The inter-
ference effects may be reverted to the constructive/destructive
interaction of the individually induced bi-wave systems, the
wave-induced variations in the tri-wetted surface areas, and/
or the induced mutual pressure gradients. Such interference ef-
fects almost vanish at higher separations, on the penalty of dif-
ﬁcult docking and stiff transverse stability.
The pressure carrying the trimaran may be divided into
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic. The hydrostatic pressure gives
the buoyancy force, which is proportional to the submerged
displacement volume of the trimaran; whereas, the hydrody-
namic pressure depends on the ﬂow around the hull and is
approximately proportional to the ship speed squared. For
Fn 6 0.45, the buoyancy force dominates relative to the hydro-
dynamic force, and the trimaran is termed displacement. For
0.45 6 Fn 6 1.0, the hydrodynamic force dominates relative
to the buoyancy force and the trimaran is termed semi-dis-
placement. Generally, frictional resistance dominates at lower
speeds, whereas, the wave-making resistance dominates as the
speed increases. However, for a slender ﬁne trimaran, as its
wetted surface area increases, its frictional resistance increases
too, and its wave-making resistance reduces at higher speeds.
Starting at a= 50%, few hollows of g appear at scattered
Fn intervals and extending over unequal wide intervals of b;
such hollows appear to assume speciﬁc backward skewed
trends which differs from a series conﬁguration to another
and from Fn interval to another for the same model conﬁgura-
tion in a series.
A maximum hollow g= 0.30 appears in the transition
zone extending over the intervals 0.47 6 Fn 6 0.49 and
265% 6 b 6 275% (Wigleyª-st), 0.435 6 Fn 6 0.585 and
100% 6 b 6 305% (AMECRCª-09), as well as
0.47 6 Fn 6 0.52 and 215% 6 b 6 300% (NPLª-4a). Also,
for (NPLª-4a), another hollow g= 0.20 appears in the dis-
placement zone extending over the intervals 0.31 6 Fn 6 0.34
and 100% 6 b 6 175%. Zones of g= 0.0 appear scattered in
a portion of the displacement zone Fn 6 0.45 (Wigleyª-st),
Fn 6 0.45 (AMECRCª-09), and Fn 6 0.30(NPLª-4a). Zones
of g= 0.0 extends over a signiﬁcant circular area in the
semi-displacement zone intersecting b= 100% at Fn = 0.94
and b= 400% at Fn = 0.56 (Wigley
ª-st), intersecting
b= 100% at Fn = 0.845 and b= 400% at Fn = 0.535 pene-
trated with a hump g= 0.1 (AMECRCª-09), and intersecting
b= 100% at Fn = 0.91 and b= 400% at Fn = 0.56(NPL
ª-
4a). Arbitrary humps of g appear scattered in the displacement
zone Fn 6 0.40 covering the whole separation interval
100% 6 b 6 400%, with the worst hump, g=+0.40 appears
to concentrate around Fn = 0.29 and b= 100% (Wigley
ª-st),
g=+0.30 appears to concentrate around Fn = 0.37 and
b= 100% (AMECRCª-09), and g=+0.20 appears to con-
centrate around Fn = 0.375 and b= 250% (NPL
ª-4a).
As a increases by moving the outriggers forward closer to
the central main hull, the hollows of g move toward the lower
Fn region, extending over limited separation intervals, and
diminishes rapidly toward a=+130% (Wigleyª-st),
a=+14% (AMECRCª-09), and a= 5.0% (NPLª-4a).
At a=+14%, except a single backward skewed hump
g=+0.30 at b= 100% and Fn = 0.45, and a few scattered
skewed hollows g= 0.10 in a portion of the displacement
zone Fn 6 0.33 (Wigleyª-st), and a single backward skewed
hump g=+0.30 at b= 100% and Fn = 0.47 (AMECRC
ª-
Figure 11 Validation of Cwtri versus Fn for AMECRC
ª-09 symmetric trimaran for (a) a= 20.0%, b= 160%, (b) a= 30.0%,
b= 160%, and (c) a= 40.0%, b= 160%.
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Figure 12a Variation of g versus Fn and b for Wigley
ª-st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-4a symmetric trimaran series at a= 50%, 35%, and 20%.
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Figure 12b Variation of g versus Fn and b for Wigley
ª-st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-4a symmetric trimaran series at a= 5.0%, 0.0%, and 10%.
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Figure 12c Variation of g versus Fn and b for Wigley
ª-st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-4a symmetric trimaran series at a=+25%, +40%, and +55%.
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Figure 12d Variation of g versus Fn and b for Wigley
ª-st, AMECRCª-09, and NPLª-4a symmetric trimaran series at a=+70%, +85%, and +100%.
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Comparative investigation of the stagger variation inﬂuence on the hydrodynamic interference of high speed trimaran 16709), the variation of g with respect to b and Fn is a quite
smooth ﬂat surface g= 0.0 in both series, indicating that the
interaction effects have progressively died-out.
For NPLª-4a, at a= 4.0%, except two backward skewed
hollows g= 0.20 and g= 0.10 extend over 0.365 6
Fn 6 0.390, 100% 6 b 6 175% and 0.335 6 Fn 6 0.425,
100% 6 b 6 325% respectively, and a backward skewed hump
g=+0.10 extends over 0.49 6 Fn 6 0.79 and
100% 6 b 6 325%, the variation of g with respect to b and Fn
is a quite smooth ﬂat surface g= 0.0. As a increases further into
the interval 3.0% 6 a 6+1.0%, two backward skewed hol-
lows g= 0.10 and g= 0.20 developed over the intervals
0.225 6 Fn 6 0.240, 100% 6 b 6 165% and 0.30 6 Fn 6 0.40,
100% 6 b 6 210% respectively, in addition to a signiﬁcant
backward skewed hump g=+0.20 developed over the inter-
vals 0.490 6 Fn 6 0.650, 100% 6 b 6 210%. As a increases
more further into the interval +2.0% 6 a 6+11.0%, a back-
ward skewed hollow g= 0.30 developed over the intervals
0.30 6 Fn 6 0.40, 100% 6 b 6 270%, beyond a signiﬁcant
backward skewed hump g=+0.30 developed over the inter-
vals 0.490 6 Fn 6 0.600, 100% 6 b 6 210%.
For Wigleyª-st, as a increases further into the interval
+14% 6 a 6+27%, two backward skewed humps
g= 0.30 and g= 0.20 appear to concentrate around
Fn= 0.300 and Fn = 0.225 respectively, in addition to a signif-
icant backward skewed hump g=+0.50 appears clearly in
the interval 0.370 6 Fn 6 0.560.
For AMECRCª-09, as a increases further into the interval
+15% 6 a 6+18%, two backward skewed hollows
g= 0.10 appear to concentrate around Fn = 0.265,
b= 105% and Fn = 0.275, b= 210% respectively, in addition
to a signiﬁcant backward skewed hump g=+0.40 appears
clearly at Fn= 0.410, and b= 100%. As a increases more fur-
ther into the interval +19% 6 a 6+26%, a backward skewed
hollow g= 0.20 appears to concentrate around Fn = 0.280
and b= 150%, beyond a signiﬁcant backward skewed hump
g=+0.50 appears clearly at Fn = 0.400 and b= 100%.
For NPLª-4a, as a increases further into the interval
+12% 6 a 6+31%, both the backward skewed hollow
g= 0.30 and the backward skewed hump g=+0.30 moves
gradually toward the lower Fn zone, and ﬁnally at
a=+31%, except two double backward skewed humps
g=+0.20 and g=+0.10 extend over 0.320 6 Fn 6 0.540,
100% 6 b 6 145% and 0.300 6 Fn 6 0.730, 100% 6
b 6 335% respectively, the variation of g with respect to b and
Fn is a quite smooth ﬂat surface g= 0.0.As a increasesmore fur-
ther into the interval +32% 6 a 6+42%, triple hollows
g= 0.10 developed arbitrarily over the intervals
0.200 6 Fn 6 0.300, 100% 6 b 6 400%, in addition to a hump
g=+0.30 developed over the intervals 0.320 6 Fn 6 0.385,
100% 6 b 6 135%. As a increases more and more further into
the interval +43% 6 a 6+50%, the triple hollows
g= 0.10 and the hump g=+0.30 gradually vanish, with an-
other three hollows g= 0.10, develop gradually over the inter-
vals 0.250 6 Fn 6 0.255, 180% 6 b 6 265%, 0.285 6 Fn 6
0.290, 330% 6 b 6 375%, and 0.385 6 Fn 6 0.465, 200% 6
b 6 375% respectively.
Targeting the end of the outriggers track for both Wigleyª-
st, and AMECRCª-09, as a increases further into the interval
+27% 6 a 6+100%, the pattern of humps and hollows
seems to be regenerated reversely targeting a pattern similar
to the starting pattern generated at a= 50%.The ﬁn situation is different for NPLª-4a; as a increases
further into the interval +51% 6 a 6+100%, the pattern
of humps and hollows regenerate targeting a pattern totally
different from that at a= 50%. Arriving at a=+100%,
a minute hollow g= 0.10 develop gradually over the inter-
vals 0.225 6 Fn 6 0.235, 100% 6 b 6 190%, in addition to
horn-like backward skewed hollow g= 0.10 develop gradu-
ally intersecting b= 100% at Fn = 0.420 and Fn = 0.740, and
b= 400% at Fn = 0.345, Fn = 0.380, Fn = 0.450 and
Fn = 0.540. A signiﬁcant backward skewed hollow
g= 0.30 develop gradually intersecting b= 100% at
Fn = 0.500 and Fn = 0.560 and extending over the interval
100% 6 b 6 130%. Three arbitrary scattered hollows
g= 0.10 develop gradually in the intervals
0.200 6 Fn 6 0.300, 100% 6 b 6 400%. Zones of g= 0.0 ap-
pear scattered in the displacement zone Fn 6 0.450; whereas,
it extends over a signiﬁcant circular area in the semi-displace-
ment zone intersecting Fn = 1.000 at b= 110% and
b= 400% at Fn = 0.630.
9. Conclusions
This paper numerically investigates the inﬂuence of stagger
variation of the outriggers on the hydrodynamic interference
of three trimarans series. Unequivocally, brief investigations
of the principal conclusions that may be aggregated from this
research work are:
i. The computer macro-Tri-PLª surely represent a power-
ful design tool capable for integration into a sophisti-
cated optimization technique to help the designer
making his decision in the preliminary design stage; as
alternative concepts have to be evaluated thoroughly
and the principal dimensions must be selected in a
rational way.
ii. Signiﬁcant changes in some hull form parameters such
as BW/dM results in insigniﬁcant changes in the ampli-
tude and phase of g. Conversely, any minor changes in
LW/BW ratio, results in pronounced changes in the
amplitude and phase of g, which results principally from
the associating changes in the amplitude and phase of
the wave-making resistance.
iii. Above a shoulder speed, which is dependent on a, b,
together with the immersed geometry of the considered
trimaran model, g may be insigniﬁcant. This is an
important feature for HST as it allows optimization of
a and b for other design considerations, e.g., statical
and/or dynamical stability, seakeeping without incurring
signiﬁcant penalties in calm water resistance.
iv. The trimaran performance measured hereby by the hydro-
dynamic interference g is more sensitive to the variation in
a than in b. There is no unique trimaran conﬁguration
within any of the three generated series may generate ben-
eﬁcial interference over the entire or even a signiﬁcant por-
tion of the considered velocity interval 0.200 6 Fn 6 1.000,
as g ﬂuctuates with velocity for each model.
v. For all b, the far aft and ford longitudinal positions, i.e.,
a= 50% and a=+100% , perform well at low and
high speed ranges, but perform poorly in the intermedi-
ate speed interval 0.240 6 Fn 6 0.340. For all a, the most
inboard separation, i.e., b= 100% performs well at
168 K.A. Hafez, A.A. El-Kotmost of the speeds in the interval Fn 6 0.500, but on the
contrary side, it generates detrimental interference in the
interval FnP 0.500.
vi. Practically, creating beneﬁcial interferences, or at least
minimizing detrimental ones, represent vital issues that
should be addressed in designing a reliable trimaran
conﬁguration.
Recommendations
Clear recommendations that may serve as guidelines for a
futuristic sophisticated prediction of the hydrodynamic inter-
ference of HST are:
i. The inﬂuence of parallel sinkage, trim, and main-to-side
hulls draft variation on the prediction of the hydrody-
namic interference of HST should be considered in a
future research work.
ii. A computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFDs) program
should be used to simulate the ﬂow past the aforemen-
tioned three trimaran series, Wigleyª-st, AMECRCª-
09, and NPLª-4a, in order to calculate more accurately
the hydrodynamic interference, and then validate the
outcomes of this research against.
iii. A comprehensive experimental work needs to be under-
taken to validate both the numerical calculations and
simulations, and then propose a regression model for
rapid resistance estimation of the trimaran.Acknowledgments
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